NUTRI BLENDER
WNB1000
Instructions for how to use and operate/
UK: 2-10

Specifications:
220-240 V ̴ 50/60 Hz, 1000
Watts CE/EMC/LVD/ROHS
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NUTRI BLENDER
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
In order to avoid fires, electric shocks and/or damage or injury, you must always follow these safety instructions carefully when using an
electric device.
Read all of the instructions carefully, even if you are already familiar with the device.
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In order to avoid electric shocks, the power cord, plug and motor unit must never be lowered in water or other fluids.
Please read the instructions before you start using the device. This is for your own protection, and it also helps you
to avoid damaging the device.
Save these instructions so that you can find answers if you have questions later.
If the device is given or sold to someone else, please ensure that you also pass along the instructions to the new owner.
Before the device is used, remove all packaging and examine the device for damage. If the device is damaged or if you
are not sure whether it might be, please contact the store that you bought it from. You SHOULD NOT begin using the
device if it is damaged.
Damage must immediately be reported to the store where you bought the device.
The device is not intended to be used for young children or physically weak individuals unless monitored by a
responsible person that ensures that the device is used safely.
Children must be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the device.
Turn off the socket and remove the plug before cleaning and when the device is not in use.
Do not pull hard on the power cord - grab the plug instead and pull it out of the socket. Never lift the device using the power cord.
Do not use the device if the power cord or plug are broken, if the device is dropped, if there is a technical malfunction or
if the device is damaged in any way.
Ensure that the power cord is not hanging out from the edge of the table or touching hot surfaces.
Never use or place the device on or near hot surfaces (should gas a warm gas stove, a cooking plate or a hot oven).
Never use the device for anything other than the purpose it is intended for. The device is only for household use.
The device is only designed to be connected to a standard power socket.
Do not attempt to repair, modify or make any other change to the device.
Not for outdoors use.
Place the device on a stable and dry surface. Avoid placing it on sinks, drain trays or uneven surfaces.
If you use unoriginal parts or accessories, this may result in fires, electric shocks or damage to the device.
Never place tools in the device when it is in use.
Let the device cool down before cleaning it.
Do not use an extension cord.
Store the device indoors in a dry space.
Do not use the device under or near flammable materials such as curtains or anything else that can catch fire.
Do not touch moving or rotating parts when the device is in use.
Do not use the device when it is empty.
Be careful when removing food from the container or when removing the blades to clean the device. The blades are
sharp!
Never let the device run unsupervised.
Ensure that the blades are securely attached before using the device.
Ensure that all parts are installed correctly.
Do not remove accessories from the motor unit when the device is in use.
Do not exceed the recommended amounts or times specified in these instructions.
Remove the plug from the socket immediately after you are done using the device.
Be extremely careful when moving a device containing hot fluids.
Do not use the Nutri blender until the device is turned off.
Never let the motor run for more than 60 seconds at a time.
Never pour hot fluids into any of the blender container before blending. Start by using ingredients that are cold or at room
temperature. Hot ingredients can pressurise a sealed blender container and potentially make the contents ‘explode’ when
you open it - and this can result in damage to the device or people standing nearby.
The Nutri blender is not designed to be used in a microwave. Do not put the motor unit, other parts or accessories in a
microwave, as this can damage the device.

WARNING
If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, a service centre or a qualified professional in order to avoid
dangerous situations. This device is only intended to be used in the manner described in the instructions. Do not move the motor unit
when the device is in use.
Be careful - THE BLADES ARE SHARP, HANDLE THEM CAREFULLY. Avoid touching moving parts. Keep your
hands, palette knives and other tools away from the blender when it is in use in order to prevent damage to the
device or personal injuries.
Warning - potential injury:
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Remove the plug from the socket and make sure that the blades are completely still before moving or touching them.
Otherwise the device may be damaged or someone may get injured.

OVERVIEW OF THE NUTRI BLENDER
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HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE NUTRI BLENDER

GET TO KNOW YOUR NUTRI BLENDER
Congratulations on the purchase of your new Nutri blender
The Nutri blender is an ideal multi-functional blender that can be used to blend, chop, grate and whisk. The device is extremely
functional for its size and does not take up a lot of space on the kitchen table.
READ THIS BEFORE USING THE DEVICE
Read and follow the instructions here before using the Nutri blender for the first time, even if you already think you are familiar with
this kind of device.
Pay particular attention to the safety instructions. Find a safe and convenient space to store these instructions so that you can refer
to them in the future. This device is intended to be used in a standard socket and is not intended for industrial or commercial use.
Carefully unpack the Nutri blender. Remove all packaging and labels and dispose of it or save it for future use.
Ensure that the voltage from your power supply matches the voltage indicated on the device’s label (found at the bottom of the
blender). Take off the plastic parts and wash them in warm soapy water. Dry them thoroughly and reattach them. Dry the exterior part
of the device with a damp rag or cloth. Do not use any aggressive cleaning products that are abrasive.
HOW YOUR NUTRI BLENDER WORKS
Be careful when handling the blades - especially when you separate the blades from the container, empty the container and
when cleaning.
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PULVERISATION UNIT

Chopping - for example, onions and garlic. Can also be used to make salsa or dips.
Blending - pulverise ice and frozen berries for smoothies and milkshakes.
Mixing/stirring - pancake dough and premade cake mixes are stirred together in a few seconds.
Grating - both hard and soft cheeses and chocolate are grated in seconds.
Puree - foods such as hummus, natural soups and baby foods get a creamy consistency in seconds.
Finely chopping ice and frozen fruits - for taste treats such as fruit sorbets.
HOW TO OPERATE
USING THE PULVERISATION UNIT:
PLEASE NOTE:
•
Never fill anything up past the MAX mark.
•
Never mash or blend heavy/dense food such as potatoes or sticky substances such as firm yeast dough.
•
Do not let the blender run while empty.
•
Never blend for more than 60 seconds at a time - after 60 seconds, let the motor rest for a bit.

1.

Place the device on a stable surface. Ensure that the device is not plugged in.

2.

Clean and cut all ingredients into small pieces so that they can fit into either the small or large blender container. Then pour
fluid into the container (figure 1).

PLEASE NOTE:
The blender has an integrated locking mechanism that ensures that you can only turn on the device if the blender container and
pulverisation unit are firmly attached to the motor unit. When the device is correctly assembled, the safety mechanism will lock things
into place.
3.

Ensure that the pulverisation unit fits tightly in place and turn it clockwise (figure 2).

4.

Turn the blender container and put it on top of the motor unit. Turn clockwise until it is firmly attached (figure 3).
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PLEASE NOTE: The blender only works if the pulverisation unit and the blender container are correctly attached to the motor
unit
5.

Attach the plug to a socket.

6.

Press the On/Off button to turn on the device. The indicator will then light up.

WARNING: Never operate the device for more than two minutes at a time. Let the motor rest for two minutes each time
after using it. If these directions are not followed, it may result in permanent damage to the engine or even a personal
injury. If the engine is not working, remove the power cord from the motor unit and let the device rest for a few hours
before using it again.

PLEASE NOTE: If the blades are not rotating evenly, turn off the device and add fluids or reduce the amount of ingredients
in the blender container.
7.

After using the device, turn off the motor by pressing On/Off. Unplug the device immediately after using it.

8.

When the blades have come to a complete standstill, release and remove the pulverisation unit and blender container from the
motor unit.

9.

Remove then pulverisation unit from the blender container. To disassemble the device, follow the instructions above in
reverse order. Pour the contents into a separate container and use the drinking lid or attach the pouring spout and handle.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
BE CAREFUL: Always ensure that the device is unplugged before moving, assembling, de-assembling or cleaning it. Wait until the
device is completely cooled down before cleaning it.
PLEASE NOTE:
•
Remove the plug from the socket before cleaning the Nutri blender.
•
Wait until the device is completely cooled down before cleaning it.
•
Clean the motor unit with a damp rag.
•
Do not use aggressive cleaning products with abrasive effects or benzene, alcohol or acetone to clean the
device.

1.

Always clean the device immediately after using it. Do not leave remnants of food in the blender container, as this will make
cleaning it more difficult.
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2.

Remove and clean all parts and accessories that have been used in warm soapy water after unplugging your Nutri blender.
Rinse all parts and accessories under the tap and then thoroughly dry them. The Nutri blender’s accessories can also be
cleaned in the dishwasher (but not the blades). Put the parts on the top shelf of the dishwasher.

3.

Dry the motor unit with a damp rag to remove any potential remnants of food and then dry thoroughly. Never
lower the motor unit into water or other fluids and do not put it in the dishwasher.

Tips:

•

Use a small brush (not included) to remove remnants of food under the blades.

•

Store the device in a cool and dry place.

Be careful: Always make sure that the seals are still in place on the inside after cleaning. The heat can loosen them up and they can fall
out.
BE CAREFUL: Be careful when handling the blades.
1. In order to avoid electric shocks, the motor unit may not be lowered in water or other fluids.
2. Do not use any aggressive cleaning products on the device that are abrasive.
3. Do not use aggressive cleaning fluids such as benzene, alcohol or acetone to clean the device.
4. Do not touch the sharp blades, as they are EXTREMELY SHARP and can cause serious injuries. Do not
attack to remove the blades from the pulverisation unit.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power
220-240 V ̴ 50/60 Hz, 1000 W
power consumption
1000 W

Please note: Due to ongoing product improvements being made, the design and
product specifications on the physical product may deviate slightly from the
illustrations.
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WARRANTY AND SERVICE
There is a 2-year warranty period if your new product stops working due to manufacturing or material faults which begins from
the documented date of purchase. The warranty covers materials and the cost of labour. When inquiring about service, please
state the product name and serial number. You can find this information on the type plate. You can write down the information
here in these instructions so that you have them at hand. This makes it easier for the service technician to find the correct spare
parts.
The warranty does not cover:
- Faults and damage that are not due to manufacturing or material issues
- Damage caused by failure to properly maintain the device - including failing to clean it
- Fire and/or water damage or moisture damage on the product
- Damage caused during transport if the product was transported without proper packaging
- Damage caused by the use of unoriginal spare parts
- Damage resulting from failing to follow the instructions on how to use the device
- If the device has not been set up/assembled as specified in the instructions
- If non-professionals have installed or repaired the product
- Batteries or any other parts subject to normal wear and tear
Damage during transport
If the product is damaged during transport and this is discovered when the retailer delivers the product to the customer, this is
exclusively a matter between the customer and the retailer. In cases where customers have handled the transport of the
product themselves, the supplier shall not be liable for any potential damage during transport. Any damage caused during
transport must be reported immediately and no later than 24 hours after the product has been delivered. If not, the customer’s
claim will be rejected.
Unnecessary service
If the product is sent in to be serviced and it turns out that the fault could have been fixed independently by following
the product’s instruction manual, the customer will need to pay the service fee.
Commercial purchases
Commercial purchases are all purchases of devices that are not intended to be used in private households but instead
intended to be used for commercial purposes (in restaurants, cafés, canteens, etc.) or intended to be rented out or
otherwise used by multiple users in turn.
There is no warranty offered for commercial purchases, as this product is only intended for regular household use.

Service
For service and spare parts in England and Ireland please call below-mentioned number and you will be directed accordingly or send us an
email.
Witt UK & Ireland Ltd.
(44) 148 351 6633 / info@witt.dk
We accept no liability for printing errors.
The manufacturer/distributor cannot be held liable for damage to products or individuals if the safety instructions were not
followed. The warranty shall not cover cases where the instructions have not been followed.
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RECIPES

Body Balance Blaster
•
•
•
•
•

2 handfuls of spinach
½ cup of raspberries
1 banana
6 almonds
3 teaspoons of raw cocoa

Fill to the MAX marker with mineral water.

Young at Heart
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 handful of kale
½ avocado (hollowed out and peeled)
2 medium size apricots
1 cup of blueberries
4 walnuts, halved
1 kiwi (peeled)

Fill to the MAX marker with mineral water.
Strikingly Skinny
•
•
•
•
•

3-4 spinach leaves
1 banana
1/8 cup of pumpkin seeds
1 orange (peeled)
1 piece of celery

Fill to the MAX marker with mineral water.
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